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ABSTRACT

We present results of two-color VR photometry of the intermediate polar RXS J1803. The data
were aquired using the Korean 1-m telescope located at Mt. Lemmon, USA. Different “high” and “low”
luminosity states, similar to other intermediate polars, were discovered. No statistically significant
variability of the color index with varying luminosity was detected. The orbital variability was found
to be not statistically significant. Spin maxima timings were determined, as well as the photometric
ephemeris for the time interval of our observations. The spin period variations, caused by interaction
of the accretion structure with the rotating magnetic white dwarf, were also detected. These variations
are of complicated character, and their study requires further observations. We determine the color
transformation coefficients for our photometric systems, and improve on the secondary photometric
standards.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Cataclysmic variable stars are excellent natural lab-
oratories to study various astrophysical processes (cf.,
Warner 1995; Hellier 2001). The total number of main
characteristic processes is 23 for a whole class of cat-
aclysmic variables (CVs), slightly smaller in the cor-
responding sub-classes (see Andronov 2007, 2008 for
recent reviews). The basic model of a cataclysmic vari-
able is a close binary system with a red dwarf, which
fills its Roche lobe and loses its atmosphere through
the vicinities of the inner Lagrangian point. The pri-
mary star in the system is a compact white dwarf,
which is typically more massive than the secondary
(red dwarf). These systems are called close binary sys-
tems for a reason that an orbital separation is of order
of a solar radius. Thus their periods typically range
from 82 to 120 minutes (short-period CVs), from 180
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to 300 minutes (long-period CVs) and even to 2 days (T
CrB). According to state–of–the–art theoretical mod-
els, a white dwarf accretes matter in two forms: ei-
ther accretion belt (so-called “non-magnetic” CVs) or
accretion column (“magnetic” CVs, or MCVs). Re-
cent studies pointed out the importance of the mag-
netic field, at least, at close vicinities of the white dwarf
(cf., Norton et al. 1999). However, the “zoo” of CVs
is typically classified into several main classes: Novae
(N), Nova-Like (NL), dwarf Novae (UG, i.e., U Gem–
type stars), intermediate polars (IP or DQ, i.e., DQ
Her-type stars) and classical polars (AM, i.e., AM Her–
type stars). Some stars show characteristics, which are
typical for few classes, so there are groups of recur-
rent novae (RN), asynchronous polars and outbursting
intermediate polars (= magnetic dwarf novae). It is
usually assumed that all these systems undergo classi-
cal Nova outbursts with a recurrence time of 103 − 105

years. Between the outbursts, different classes of cata-
clysmic variables show different characteristics.
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From a theoretical point of view, the behavior of
the system (and thus its classification) depends on the
parameters of the system (i.e. masses and radii of com-
ponent stars, orbital separation, eccentricity and incli-
nation), accretion rate (amount of mass accreted per
unit time), the magnetic field, i.e. more concretely,
on the radius of magnetosphere RA (Alfvén Radius),
co-rotation radius Rω, radius of the white dwarf Rwd

and distance from the center of the white dwarf to the
inner Lagrangian point RL. For “non-magnetic” stars,
Rwd ∼ RA ∼ Rω ≪ RL, and the accretion disk is be-
ing formed - relatively stable, as in the nova-like, or
cyclically, as in dwarf novae. For “classical” polars,
Rwd ≪ RA ∼ Rω ∼ RL.

Between these two extreme classes, there is a very in-
teresting class of magnetic cataclysmic variables, called
“intermediate polars”. They often show two main
types of variability: the “orbital” one caused by ro-
tation of the binary system with a period of (typi-
cally) 3–7 hours and the “spin” one (from a few to
dozens of minutes) caused by intrisic faster rotation of
the magnetic white dwarf with plasma falling via ac-
cretion columns. Sometimes “spin-orbital” beat peri-
ods are observed (see the classical review by Patterson
1994 for more details). Because the accreting matter
transfers mass and angular momentum to the white
dwarf, it undergoes period variations, which may be
(and should be) studied photometrically. Some systems
show period variations, which are caused by varying
mass transfer of the system and by varying orientation
of the magnetic axis and/or rotational axis (precession)
of the white dwarf (e.g., Andronov 2007, 2008)

To study dependence of the characteristics of cat-
aclysmic variables on time and luminosity state, an
extensive monitoring of the group of key objects of
different classes is needed, initiated in 1978 by Prof.
V. P. Tsessevich (1907-1983) and is carried out since
then as an international “Inter-Longitude Astronomy”
(ILA) project (see e.g., Andronov et al. 2003, 2010 for
a sample review of the the highlights). The total num-
ber of publications on the project listed in the ADS
is currently 310. Since 2003, such an extensive mon-
itoring of the cataclysmic variables (as a part of this
general “ILA” project) was initiated in Korea by Prof.
Kim Yonggi mainly by using the 1.8m telescope of the
Bohyunsan optical astronomical observatory and the 1-
m Korean telescope at the Mt. Lemmon Observatory
(USA). Results of this campaign on selected stars were
published by Kim et al. (2004, 2005ab, 2009) and by
Andronov et al. (2005abc, 2008ab); some other stars
are being further monitored.

The object 1RXS J180340.0+401214 (hereafter RXJ
1803) is one of the few newly discovered intermediate
polars, which were included in our monitoring list. Al-
though the preliminary period, co-ordinates and the
main characteristics were published in the correspond-

ing discovery paper by G‘̀ansicke et al. (2005), we
focus on these objects assuming the following main

goals: 1) study of the dependence of the character-
istics of variability on either time, or luminosity, as
these objects, like other cataclysmic variables, exhibit
high and low luminosity state and transitions between
them: 2) derive the two-color VR photometry, which,
contrary to the majority of one-color (or even “clear
light”=“unfiltered”) CCD observations, allows one to
estimate the color index information for different com-
ponents of variability (i.e., “spin” variability due to ro-
tation of the magnetic white with one or two visible
accretion columns; “orbital” variability due to the rota-
tion of the system as a binary (which is only present in
the classical eclipsing binaries); “luminosity” changes):
3) determine the precise ephemeris and the extrema
timings, which will be useful for future studies of the
spin period variations (i.e., rotational evolution of the
magnetic white dwarf).

Since its discovery, RXJ 1803 was included to our
list for monitoring. Its coordinates are R. A. = 18h03m

39.67s, Dec.=+40◦12m20.6s (2000.0) (Gänsicke et al.
2005), other designation is USNO-A2.0 1275-09738647
(Ritter and Kolb 2003-2010). Only two more papers
were published on this object, except catalogues. This
shows that the system is still badly studied. Teichgrae-
ber et al. (2007) confirmed the periods reported in the
discovery paper, although the apparently slight differ-
ence in periods causes errors in cycle counts. Anzolin et
al. (2008) detected X-ray variability at the spin period
of 1520.5s and also a “spin-orbital beat” variability at
1697s.

According to the “General Catalogue of Variable
Stars” (Samus’ et al. 2009-2011), SIMBAD (2011) and
VSX (Watson 2006-2011), the object has no official
name yet, as a variable star. It is located in the Her-
cules constellation, as the prototypes of X-ray polars
(HZ Her), classical polars (AM Her) and intermedi-
ate polars (DQ Her) – see the catalogue of Ritter and
Kolb (2003-2010). Here we present results based on
data aquired using the Korean 1-m telescope located
at Mt.Lemmon, USA. A detailed analysis using a com-
plete set of data, including the one obtained at 4 more
telescopes in Ukraine and Slovakia, is in preparation
(Andronov et al. 2011).

2. OBSERVATIONS

V and R-band time-series observations were ac-
quired using a 2 × 2 K CCD camera mounted on
the LOAO 1.0m telescope, in Arizona. Given the
CCD plate scale of 0.64 arcseconds/pixel at the f/7.5
Cassegrain focus, the image field-of-view was 22.2 ar-
cminutes square.

Our image data reduction procedure included bias,
dark and flat-field calibration, and was performed with
the IRAF package CCDRED. Instrumental stellar mag-
nitudes were derived empirically by fitting the point-
spread functions (PSFs) of stars using the IRAF pack-
age DAOPHOT (Stetson 1987; Massey & Davis 1992).
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Fig. 1.— Finding chart for 1RXS J180340.0+401214
(marked with “v”) and for 21 comparison stars (numbers).
North is up and west is left. The size of the field is 7.3′×4′.

Table 1 shows the journal of observations.

During this campaign, we collected 398 observations
(144 measurements in the V photometric system ob-
tained during 11 nights (21.7 hours) and 254 R data
points obtained during 16 nights (38.3 hours)). For 9
nights, we provided two-color photometry as a sequence
of measurements with alternating VR filters.

The original observations (HJD, magnitude) are
available upon request.

3. CALIBRATION OF COMPARISON STARS

In Fig. 1 we present the finding chart for the vari-
able star under study, along with 21 nearby stars used
as comparison (sometimes called “reference”) objects.
According to our notation, the stars “1” and “2” co-
incide with “C1” and “C2” of Gänsicke et al. (2005),
who published their approximate values B=15.m1, 17.m9
and R=14.m1 and 16.m7 for C1 and C2, respectively.
Henden (2005) presented BVRcIc calibrations for 1077
stars in the field. From his data, the calibration for
C1 is V=14.m807 and Rc=14.m436 and V=17.m432, and
for C2 is Rc=16.m840. Hereafter, we will use “V” and
“R” (or VH and RH) instead of “V” and “Rc”, as a
“standard” system, in contrast with the “instrumen-
tal” system Vi, Ri.

An accurate calibration is needed for further data
reduction. For this purpose, we have chosen 21 stars
in the field, the calibration for which was published by
Henden (2005). The magnitudes were determined using
the “artificial” (mean-weighted) star method (Kim et
al. 2004), implemented in the MCV code (Andronov

& Baklanov 2004). The error of the brightness esti-
mate of the artificial comparison star is 0.m0065 in V
and 0.m0050, a value much lower than any other quoted
error of the magnitudes of the comparison stars. The
smallest magnitude errors are for the “best” compari-
son star C1 (0.m014 in V and 0.m0138 in R).

Obviously, the variable has a much larger value of
the root-mean-squared deviation of the mean (0.m224 in
V and 0.m331 in R) than any of the comparison stars,
because of its intrinsic variability. The typical r.m.s.
errors for a single magnitude measurement of the vari-
able star, estimated from the scatter of the comparison
stars with similar brightness of ∼ 17.m5 is ∼ 0.m05 in
V and ∼ 0.04 in R, respectively. Because the star is
faint, a 1-m telescope was used for the data collection,
as smaller ones are not accurate enough.

In Table 2, we list the magnitudes of the comparison
stars. The zero-point brightness in the “instrumental’
system was defined so that the VR magnitudes of the
“main’ comparison star C1 were fixed to the values by
Henden (2005). Then, using the MCV code (Andronov
& Baklanov 2004), we determine the mean brightness
of other comparison stars, as well as the corresponding
statistically optimal weights and the scatter estimates.
Our results are more accurate than thosee previously
published because they are based on 144 and 254 data
points instead of one estimate.

We have determined the color transformation coeffi-
cients between our “instrumental” (“i”) and Henden’s
(2005) “H” photometric systems. They are listed in
Table 3. The (V −R)H vs. (V −R)i diagram is shown
in Fig. 2. A clear trend with a correlation coefficient
of r = 0.988± 0.035 is evident from the plot. This cor-
responds to a nearly linear dependence, although some
points are shifted from the best fit line. However, the
slope b = 0.859 ± 0.030 differs from unity by 4.6σ, i.e.
it is statistically significant. We also determined the
slope b3 = 0.868 of the orthogonal regression (Isobe et
al. 1990), which, for such a good correlation, is close
to the value of b, and thus differs from unity.

After determining the color transformation coeffi-
cients, we computed the “corrected instrumental” mag-
nitudes of the variable star and of the comparison stars.
They are also listed in Table 2 and they may be used
for calibration to the standard photometric systems V,
Rc during multi-color observations. However, as only
half of the runs are two-color (the rest are either in
V, or R), we analyze the two runs in the instrumental
system and convert them into the “standard” (V-Rc)
color index using the color transformation coefficients
listed in Table 3.

Among these comparison stars, we found no vari-
ables. However, for other cataclysmic variables from
our list, eight new variables were discovered in the ap-
parent vicinities of the main targets: MU Cam (An-
dronov et al. 2005c), 1RXS J213344.1+510725 (Virn-
ina et al. 2010), TT Ari (Virnina 2010), AK Cnc (Virn-
ina 2011).
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Table 1.
Journal of observations of 1RXS J180340.0+401214: Begining tbegin and ending tend times, in HJD-2400000, of

observations. For the majority of the nights, the observations ended on the next integer JD; the integer part of the starting
Julian date JD is used for a legend of the run, e.g., 52752. Number of observations n; Magnitude range for individual data

points mmax, mmin; Nightly mean 〈m〉 and its accuracy estimate; R.m.s. deviation of the single observation from the
mean σ(m); ∆t - time resolution.

tbegin − tend n Duration range 〈m〉 σ(m) ∆t Filter
53667.59175–.64557 26 0.054 16.923–17.953 17.705±0.037 0.186 185 R
53837.81046–.00771 28 0.197 17.462–17.908 17.661±0.022 0.116 245 R
53838.84589–.00292 21 0.157 17.404–17.921 17.662±0.026 0.121 645 R
53840.91169–.00891 14 0.097 17.359–17.985 17.661±0.052 0.194 645 R
53841.79280–.00217 29 0.209 17.413–18.211 17.742±0.032 0.172 645 R
54217.80547–.93847 34 0.133 17.316–17.899 17.567±0.024 0.139 346 V
54217.80695–.93617 33 0.129 16.865–17.438 17.159±0.027 0.153 346 R
54218.84951–.94651 24 0.097 17.260–17.806 17.555±0.034 0.167 346 V
54218.85161–.94861 25 0.097 16.916–17.297 17.106±0.025 0.123 348 R
54258.65449–.79550 36 0.141 16.623–17.868 17.452±0.039 0.232 346 V
54258.65646–.79757 36 0.141 16.743–17.586 17.000±0.026 0.158 339 R
54264.66055–.69855 6 0.038 17.641–17.882 17.791±0.039 0.095 605 V
54264.67989–.70270 4 0.023 17.146–17.415 17.307±0.057 0.114 656 R
54268.71158–.75558 5 0.044 17.727–17.984 17.845±0.051 0.114 691 V
54268.71561–.74979 4 0.034 17.255–17.465 17.369±0.052 0.104 846 R
54272.66659–.70559 4 0.039 17.488–17.659 17.562±0.035 0.071 1037 V
54272.68705–.71151 3 0.024 17.044–17.238 17.158±0.058 0.101 1056 R
54280.65858–.71458 6 0.056 17.491–18.133 17.803±0.085 0.208 950 V
54280.67530–.71921 5 0.044 16.999–17.328 17.200±0.055 0.124 948 R
54285.66055–.70955 5 0.049 17.385–17.780 17.557±0.069 0.153 1037 V
54285.66689–.71547 4 0.049 17.084–17.173 17.143±0.021 0.041 1049 R
54363.77120–.80820 6 0.037 17.418–17.801 17.572±0.054 0.132 605 V
54363.77521–.80457 5 0.029 17.008–17.231 17.137±0.039 0.086 632 R
54402.56789–.68488 8 0.117 17.426–17.941 17.658±0.072 0.203 643 R
54402.57158–.68157 8 0.109 17.670–18.354 17.984±0.079 0.223 605 V
54405.56547–.64347 10 0.078 17.922–18.277 18.120±0.039 0.122 605 V
54405.56983–.64704 9 0.077 17.410–17.870 17.619±0.051 0.154 677 R

Fig. 2.— The (V −R)H vs. (V − R)i diagram, the corre-
sponding linear fit and the ±1σ and ±2σ scatter lines.

4. LONG-TERM LUMINOSITY CHANGES

The time light curve of RXJ 1803 is shown in Fig. 3
for the observations in V and R. The scatter is mainly
due to orbital and spin variability, as the accuracy es-
timate of a single point is ∼ 0.m04. One may note that
the mean level for the observations undergoes switches
between two values, which one could mark as “high”
and “low” luminosity states, similar to other interme-
diate polars. For our observations, the “high” state oc-
curs for the nights 2454217-363 and lasted at least 245
days. This is a lower limit, as the transitions between
the luminosity states were not observed. The sample
mean values of brightness are V̄i = 17.m564 ± 0.m018,
R̄i = 17.m112 ± 0.m015 for 126 and 119 data points, re-
spectively. The corresponding color index is (V −R)i =
0.m452± 0.m023. For the two last runs in a “low” state,
the mean brightness values are V̄i = 18.m060 ± 0.m043,
R̄i = 17.m637 ± 0.m042, (V − R)i = 0.m422± 0.m060. Al-
though the system appears to be slighly “redder” in the
high state, like a magnetic cataclysmic variable (asyn-
chronous polar) BY Cam (Andronov et al. 2008) and
as opposed to “non-magnetic” cataclysmic variables,
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Table 2.
Calibration of the comparison stars. The index “H” corresponds to the Henden’s (2005) estimates, “i” to our

“instrumental” system, and “ci” to the “corrected instrumental” systems.

Star VH RH (V − R)H Vi Ri (V − R)i Vci Rci (V − R)ci

RXJ 17.880 17.288 0.592 17.591±0.022 17.415±0.022 0.176 17.579 17.404 0.175
C1 14.807 14.436 0.371 14.807±0.001 14.436±0.001 0.371 14.793 14.396 0.397
C2 17.423 16.840 0.583 17.459±0.007 16.856±0.002 0.604 17.442 16.781 0.662
C3 16.632 16.156 0.476 16.646±0.004 16.217±0.002 0.429 16.632 16.168 0.463
C4 16.194 15.863 0.331 16.184±0.004 15.888±0.002 0.297 16.171 15.858 0.313
C5 16.975 16.468 0.507 17.033±0.004 16.586±0.002 0.447 17.018 16.535 0.483
C6 17.044 16.500 0.544 17.059±0.008 16.605±0.002 0.454 17.043 16.552 0.491
C7 15.353 14.996 0.357 15.359±0.001 15.056±0.001 0.303 15.346 15.026 0.320
C8 16.373 16.141 0.232 16.321±0.008 16.123±0.003 0.198 16.308 16.108 0.200
C9 17.056 16.634 0.422 17.054±0.005 16.653±0.002 0.400 17.039 16.608 0.431
C10 17.518 16.601 0.917 17.507±0.008 16.672±0.002 0.834 17.487 16.563 0.924
C11 16.719 16.151 0.568 16.791±0.003 16.244±0.002 0.547 16.775 16.177 0.598
C12 15.846 15.330 0.516 15.852±0.003 15.368±0.001 0.484 15.837 15.311 0.526
C13 18.159 17.042 1.117 18.105±0.011 17.167±0.003 0.938 18.085 17.042 1.042
C14 15.499 15.279 0.220 15.442±0.004 15.243±0.002 0.199 15.429 15.228 0.201
C15 17.044 16.135 0.909 17.099±0.007 16.262±0.001 0.837 17.080 16.153 0.927
C16 15.844 15.538 0.306 15.870±0.003 15.594±0.001 0.276 15.857 15.567 0.289
C17 14.903 14.456 0.447 14.939±0.003 14.533±0.001 0.406 14.924 14.487 0.437
C18 17.083 16.729 0.354 17.091±0.005 16.728±0.002 0.363 17.077 16.688 0.388
C19 16.210 15.835 0.375 16.247±0.004 15.874±0.002 0.373 16.233 15.833 0.399
C20 15.760 15.428 0.332 15.837±0.002 15.486±0.002 0.351 15.823 15.448 0.374
C21 17.034 16.646 0.388 17.093±0.004 16.715±0.002 0.378 17.079 16.674 0.405

Table 3.
Characteristics of the color transformation coefficients between the standard “H” (Henden 2005) and our instrumental “i”

systems. The linear fit is taken in a form y = a + b · x = ȳ + b · (x − x̄), where x̄ is a sample mean of x. The last form
corresponds to the best accuracy of the “zero point” ȳ as compared to a. The number of comparison stars used is n = 21.
Also listed are the slope of the line of the orthogonal regression b3, the “unit weight error” σ0, the correlation coefficient r

and the parameter r/σr = b/σb.

x y a b b3 x̄ ȳ σ0 r r/σr

(V − R)H (V − R)i 0.032 0.859 0.868 0.489 0.452 0.031 0.988 28.4
±0.016 ±0.030 ±0.008 ±0.007 ±0.035

(V − R)H Vi − VH 0.017 -0.004 -0.004 0.489 0.015 0.040 -0.026 -0.1
±0.021 ±0.039 ±0.051 ±0.009 ±0.229

(V − R)H Ri − RH -0.014 0.136 0.139 0.489 0.052 0.035 0.682 4.1
±0.018 ±0.036 ±0.051 ±0.010 ±0.168

(V − R)i (V − R)H -0.025 1.137 1.153 0.452 0.489 0.036 0.988 28.4
±0.020 ±0.040 ±0.044 ±0.009 ±0.035

(V − R)i VH − Vi -0.010 -0.011 -0.012 0.452 -0.015 0.040 -0.058 -0.3
±0.022 ±0.044 ±0.044 ±0.008 ±0.229

(V − R)i RH − Ri 0.014 -0.148 -0.153 0.452 -0.052 0.036 -0.644 -3.7
±0.020 ±0.040 ±0.044 ±0.010 ±0.175

this difference may not be statistically significant be-
cause only two short runs were obtained in the “low”
state with 18 and 17 data points in Vi and Ri, respec-
tively. The magnitude difference between the “high”
and “low” states is ∆V = 0.m50. The color index in the
“high” luminosity state reduced to the standard pho-
tometric system is (V − R)H = 0.m489. This value is

close to that of 0.m452 in the instrumental system.

5. ORBITAL AND SPIN VARIABILITY

In the discovery paper, Gänsicke et al. (2005)
noted an orbital period of RXJ 1803 of 160.2101 min-
utes=0.111257 days based on spectral observations,
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Fig. 3.— The light curves in the instrumental VR pho-
tometric systems. The horizontal line denotes an interval
of observations, when the system was in its high luminosity
state.

which is not well pronounced in the photometric data.
The sine fit for the data at the “high” state corresponds
to a “semi-amplitude” in Vi of r = 0.m053 ± 0.m026,
i.e., only 2σ. This is not statistically significant, so
the orbital variability may be neglected. In Ri, r =
0.m005 ± 0.m021 is even conciderably smaller.

The published values of the spin period are 1520.510
sec=0.01759850 days (frequency f = 1/P =56.82304
cycles/day) (Gänsicke et al. 2005) and 0.01764120(3)
days (f = 56.68549 cycles/day) (Teichgraeber et al.
2007). This apparently small difference causes a cy-
cle count error by unity every 7.3 days, or 50 cycles
per year, thus the determination of spin periods needs
improvement.

In Fig. 4 we show a periodogram S(f) in the
range 45-65 cycles/day, in the vicinities of the ex-
pected peak, for the Ri data. The test function S(f)
is the square of the correlation coefficient between the
observations and the values calculated using the sine
fit with a trial frequency (see Andronov 1994, 2003)
for details). The highest peak corresponds to a fre-
quency of f = 55.8201 ± 0.0008 cycles/day, spin pe-
riod Pspin = 0.d01791471± 0.d00000025 semi-amplitude
r = 0.m110± 0.m019 and initial epoch for the maximum
T0 =HJD2454246.16667±0.00049. This frequency is
a daily bias of the values previously published by
Gänsicke et al. (2005) and Teichgraeber et al. (2007).
In the range of frequencies 56-57 cycles/day, the high-
est peak corresponds to the value of f = 56.8250 ±
0.0008 cycles/day, Pspin = 0.d01759790 ± 0.d00000025
(i.e., close to the value published by Gänsicke et al.
2005, but not by Teichgraeber et al. 2007), r =
0.m105± 0.m020, T0 =HJD2454246.15985±0.00051. For
the Vi data, the amplitude is significantly smaller

and its estimate is equal to r = 0.m055 ± 0.m025,
(T0 =HJD2454248.35148±0.00131) (our period) or to
r = 0.m063±0.m025, (T0 =HJD2454248.35871±0.00113)
(period of Gänsicke et al. 2005). Thus from the “high”
state data, even with two colours, we cannot choose the
proper cycle counting.

For the “low” state at the beginning of the cam-
paign, only one-color Ri data are available. The
periodogram for 4 runs nearly subsequent in date
(JD 2453837-53841), containing 92 data points, has
a significant highest peak at f = 56.806 ± 0.018
cycles/day, Pspin = 0.d0176038 ± 0.d0000055, r =
0.m105 ± 0.m019, T0 =HJD 2453839.86478 ± 0.00053.
For the first run, separated from the next season, T0 =
HJD2453667.62112±0.00092 with a smaller amplitude
r = 0.m075 ± 0.m024.

6. IMPROVED SPIN PERIOD

Using the published maxima timing values (6 of
Gänsicke et al. 2005; one of Teichgraeber et al. 2007)
and four mean maxima determined with the current
work (2453667.62112, 2453839.86478, 2454246.15985,
2454248.35871), we have tried to determine a corrected
value of the spin period. However, we disclosed un-
expected findings: the maxima timings of Gänsicke
et al. (2005) do not fit their period of 0.d01759850
mentioned above. If taking the first minimum as an
initial epoch (unfortunately, no epoch was provided
in their paper), the phases of 5 other maxima are
very close (∼ 0.56). To analyze the O-C diagram, we
have used the PerMin software (Andronov 1991), which
computes the periodogram for the moments of “char-
acteristic events” (for intermediate polars, photomet-
ric maxima). We show this periodogram in Fig. 5.
Separately, we have computed similar periodograms
for all the 11 timings and for last 5 (4 ours and one
of of Teichgraeber et al. 2007). The best fit peri-
ods and the initial epochs are P = 0.d017600489(41),
T0 = 2452854.61979(8) for the observations of Gänsicke
et al. (2005) and P = 0.d017599193(23) and T0 =
2453977.7540(3). The last digit under brackets is an er-
ror estimate. This difference is statistically significant
(28σ) and does not allow to constrain a joint ephemeris
for all the 11 timings. Assuming that this difference is
due to period variations, which are sometimes seen in
the intermediate polars (cf., Andronov et al. 2005ab;
Kim et al. 2005b), we estimate the period derivative

Ṗ ≈ (P2 − P1)/(T2 − T1) = −1.15(4) · 10−9. However,
the corresponding quadratic term in the ephemeris does
not allow to make a good fit for all the maxima. So we
need intensive monitoring surveys to properly address
the question of period variations.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The main results of our study of RXJ 1803 can be
summarized as follows:
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Fig. 4.— The periodograms for the Ri observations at the
“high” state.

Fig. 5.— The periodograms for the spin maxima moments:
all 11 (up), first 6 of Gänsicke et al. (2005) (middle) and
last 5 (bottom).

• We discover “high” and “low” states;

• We found absence of statistically significant vari-
ability of the color index with changes in luminos-
ity;

• We argued that orbital variability is not statisti-
cally significant;

• We determined the maxima timings which allowed
us to compute the ephemeris for the time interval
of our observations;

• We detected spin period variations. However, the
character of this variability caused by rotational
evolution of the magnetic white dwarf in the sys-
tem needs further observations;

• We computed the color transformation coefficients
for our photometric systems, as well as improved
secondary photometric standards.
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